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INTRODUCTION
The Secondary sector of the economy includes those economic sectors that create a finished, usable
product: manufacturing and construction.
1-RAW MATERIALS.
An unprocessed natural product used in manufacture. We use raw materials to produce products.
For example, we use wood (raw material) to produce a chair (product). Here you can see some
examples:
Raw material
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Product

There are three possible origins for the raw materials. They can be:
A) Materials of animal origin, like wool and skins. We use them to produce clothes. Other examples
are bone and fats.

B) Materials of vegetable origin, like cotton or wood.

C) Materials of mineral origin. They usually come from the Earth. We have three kinds:
C1) Metallic minerals: We extract metals from them. Some examples are: nickel
(pentlandite), copper (chalcopyrite), zinc (sphalerite), lead (galena) and gold.
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C2) Non-metallic mineral: like salt or quartz. We use them for a lot of things. Example:
rocks for buildings, quartz for watches, salt in the food.

C3) Energetic minerals: Coal, uranium, petroleum, gas... we use them to produce
energy. Petroleum is the most important energetic mineral nowadays.

The top leading petroleum producing countries are:
1-Saudi Arabia
2-Russia
3-Iran
4-Mexico
5-China
6-Norway
7-Canada
8-Venezuela
9-United Arab Emirates
10-Kuwait
11-Nigeria
12-United Kingdom
13-Iraq
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2-SOURCES OF ENERGY:
Divided into two types:
A) Non-renewable: Oil (petroleum), Natural gas, coal, uranium (nuclear)
Petroleum: Is formed when sea plants and animals die, and the remains become buried under
several thousand feet of silt, sand or mud, during millions of years. We use petroleum in most of
industries, and as fuel for transports.

Coal: It is used as combustible) to produce electricity in thermal power stations.

Natural gas: We use it as power source, mainly for heating buildings. It is used as fuel too.

Uranium (Nuclear): Nuclear energy is energy in the nucleus (core) of an atom. We can use nuclear
energy to make electricity. The fuel used to do nuclear fission is uranium.
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B) Renewable: Solar, wind, geothermal, biomass, hydropower.
Solar: This energy comes from the sun. This energy can be converted into other forms of energy,
such as heat and electricity. It does not produce pollution. The problem is that depends on the
weather and the geographical location.

Wind: Wind is air in motion. It can be used to generate
electricity.

Geothermal: Geothermal energy is heat from within the
Earth. It is generated in the Earth's core. We can use
geothermal energy to make electricity and heath houses. We
can use geothermal energy form volcanoes and geysers.

Biomass: Biomass is organic material. We can convert biomass into methane, biodiesel and other
fuels.
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Hydropower: Energy from the water movement. We can produce electricity from water streams,
mainly in waterfalls. This is hydroelectric energy. We can use the tide too, to produce electricity.

3-HUMAN RESOURCES:
Industry still needs people, human beings. Working conditions are quite good in developed
countries. In poor countries, the wages are low, the safety isn't good and there are no Social
Security or Social Insurance.
4-

CAPITAL: (MONEY)
Industries need money. Capital can be private or public (by the state). Anyway,
most industries need big amounts of money.
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5-TYPES OF INDUSTRY:
1-Heavy Industry:
Heavy industry has the next features:
-It needs a high amount of capital.
-It produces a lot of pollution.
-It needs wide spaces for its facilities.
Usually, heavy industries referred to oil, ships, iron and steel, chemicals...

2-Light Industry:
Features:
-It needs less amount of raw materials and energy.
-It doesn't pollute too much. (At least not as the Heavy
Industry).
-Usually, it is located in towns or near the roads.
-Its size is very varied.
Light industry involves.
-Food industry.(For example, the olive mills near
Priego)
-Cars.
-Light chemicals (medicines, cosmetics,
photography...)
-Electronics and computers.
-Textile industry.
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6-INDUSTRY LOCATION FACTORS.
The location of the industries depends on:
-Proximity to raw materials and sources of energy.
-Adequate labor force (qualified, cheap, efficient)
-Good means of transportation and communication.
-Price and amount of land.
-Government influence (Taxes, subsidies, political stability...)
7-INDUSTRIAL REGIONS IN THE WORLD:
A-The industrial areas of Western Europe:
The long history of industrialization in this area determines the existence of three concentric
industrial areas:
– The so-called industrial heartland: From the Rhine to Britain.
These are the areas with the greatest concentration of population and
industrial activity.
– The industrial belt, in areas such as the Cantabrian coast,
Catalonia and Northern Italy.
– The industrial periphery: is an area with lower levels of
industrialization, although still associated with major cities such as
Madrid, Athens and Dublin.

B-Russia: It's got two major industrial regions: Moscow and the region of the Urals and Siberia.
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C-U.S. industrial areas:
We can name the following industrial areas:
– The Industrial Belt: In the northwest part, from
the region of the Great Lakes to the Atlantic
coast.
– The Sun Belt: This zone is located in the
southeast part of the country
– The West Coast: The region around California.

D-Asia. Two main areas.
-Japan: In the towns of Tokyo, Yokohama, Kawasaki, OsakaKobe and Nagoya.

-China: Nowadays the greater industrial country. The main
zones are Hong Kong and the East Coast, in the Beijing–
Tianjin–Liaoning region.
E-Other regions
The most important sites are located in enclaves, for example, Mexico, the Persian Gulf, and
emerging countries like Brazil or the Asian Tigers (Taiwan, Korea and more)
We must remember India too. Its industries are growing day by day.
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8-INDUSTRIAL PROBLEMS
Usually, industry brings wealth, money and development. But there are bad consequences too.
A lot of industries damage the environment. How?
-Waste: The industrial waste material pollutes and contaminates
rivers and seas.

-Atmosphere: The pollution from industries can
create acid rain, global warming and destruction
of the ozone layer.

-Noise pollution near some industries.

-Overexploitation of resources, energy and raw
materials.
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ACTIVITIES:
1-Find out what products can we obtain from these raw materials. Write at least three products for
every raw material.
Raw material.

Wool

Sand

Sugar cane

Copper
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2-Write down the origin of the next raw materials: (Animal origin, vegetable origin or mineral
origin)
RAW MATERIAL

ORIGIN

RAW MATERIAL

Horn

Granite

Wood

Wax

Bone

Resin

Leather

Rubber

Marble

Graphite

Salt

Sand

Wool

Fat

ORIGIN

3-Find and write on the map the names of the top leading petroleum producing countries in the
world.

4-Link with arrows:
We use uranium as

Is called Geothermal Energy

The heat from within the Earth

Can generate electricity

Sun and wind

Form petroleum

We can convert biomass

Fuel to do nuclear fission

Dead animals and plants in the past

Are renewable sources of energy

Solar, wind, biomass and hydropower

With natural gas

Hydropower comes from

From volcanoes and geysers

We mainly heat buildings

Into methane

We use geothermal energy

Tide and water streams
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5-How to make working conditions worse:
Choose the five worst working conditions from the table and copy them in the lines below.
Twelve hours working every
Two breaks in the morning
Noise and toxic smoke in the
day
factory
Firing all the mothers, they are
bad workers

Compulsory working uniforms

The seats are not extremely
comfortable

Gymnastics every day before
working

Smoking cigarettes not allowed Whipping the lazies

6-How to improve working conditions:
Choose the five best working conditions from the table and copy them in the lines below.
Bosses in bad mood
Seven hours working every day, A penalty in the wages for
with two breaks
every mistake
Plants allowed in the office

Daycare center for free at the
office

Good wage plus bonuses for
Christmas

Free parking for employees

Just a few hours of central
heating in winter

Special offers for employees

7-Place in the correct column the next industries:
Cars, Iron and steel, Ships, Medicines, Olive oil, Sulfuric acid, Petroleum, Beer, Clothes,
Computers.
HEAVY INDUSTRY
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LIGHT INDUSTRY

8-Choose the best country to place your industry, and write down why.
Possible countries:
Belgium

Afghanistan

Taiwan

A lot of very qualified workers.
But expensive.
Good communications and
roads
Far from most of sources of
energy and raw materials.
Hard laws against pollution.
Expensive land.

Extremely cheap workers.
But very unskilled, they can't
even read.
Near sources of energy
(Petroleum)
Far from roads and docks.
Very dangerous, it is possible to
suffer terrorist attacks.

Qualified and cheap workers.
Workers have few rights.
Cheap land.
It is a safe country.
Near the main ways of
communication.
Easy access to raw materials,
markets and sources of energy.
The language is difficult.

Haiti

Ukraine

Canada

Cheap workers.
Good communications, it is in
the middle of the Atlantic
Ocean.
Bad communications insidce
the island and very few
infrastructures (Everything was
destroyed in the earthquakes)
Unskilled workers.
A lot of crime and danger.

Cheap and qualified workers.
Very close to raw materials and
sources of energy.
A lot of corruption, but that's
not always a problem for
bussinesmen.
Weak laws against pollution.
Bad roads and far from most
ways of communication.
The state can help you.
Cheap land.

Very qualified workers.
Safety and security all over the
country.
Good communications and
infrastructures.
Near sources of energy and raw
materials.
Hard laws against pollution.
Expensive workers.
Extremely bad weather in
winter.

Explain your choice here:

9-Create your own factory: Fill the table with the information required:
Company's name:
Slogan:
Logotype:

Main product:
Raw materials needed:
Skills of your workers:
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Country:
Target:

1

Heavy or ligh industry?:
Possible problems:
Solutions for the problems
10-Read the text and do the exercises:
Health Impacts of Water Pollution in China:
• Half of China’s population (nearly 700 million people) consumes drinking water
contaminated with animal and human waste that exceeds the applicable maximum
permissible levels, and while there has been an overall decline in mortality from infectious
diseases, diarrheal diseases and viral hepatitis, both associated with fecal pollution of
water, are the leading infectious diseases in China.
• Liver and stomach cancers in China are caused in part by water pollution. China has the
highest liver and stomach cancer death rates in the world. Liver and stomach cancers are 37 times higher in polluted rural areas of China (such as Shanxi province or the Shenfu
irrigation area near Shenyang in Liaoning Province) compared to cleaner areas.
• Recent scientific reports reveal that rates of liver cancer and birth defects are 4 to 8 times
higher in districts using polluted water than in cleaner regions.
http://www.wri.org/publication/content/7833
10.A-Translate the text here:

1 The target: The people who you want to buy your products.
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10.B-Would you like to have a pollutant industry in your town? Say two reasons in favour and two
reasons against it.

10.C-What can we do to avoid the pollutant effects of the "alpechín".?2 Look for some information
about this and explain it in Spanish (An English explanation gets bonus)

2 Alpechín is a very dark toxic liquid waste resulting from pressing olives to make oil. It is untranslatable to English.
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GLOSSARY:
Amount: Cantidad.
Anyway: De todas maneras, de todas formas, en
cualquier caso.
Belt: Industrial.
Biomass: Biomasa.
Bone: Hueso.
Buried: Enterrado.
Chemicals: Química, productos químicos.
Coal: Carbón.
Copper: Cobre.
Core: Núcleo, centro (en este caso, de la tierra)
Cotton: Algodón.
Developed: Desarrollado.
(To) Die: Morir.
Environment: Medio ambiente.
Fat: Grasa.
Feature: Característica.
Feet: Pies (También como unidad de medida: un
pie=30,48 cm)
Fission: Fisión.
Fuel: Combustible, carburante.
Geothermal: Geotérmica.
Global warming: Calentamiento global.
(To) Grow: Crecer.
Human being: Ser humano.
Hydropower: Energía hidroeléctrica.
Kind: Tipo, clase.
Labor force: Fuerza de trabajo.
Layer: Capa. (Pero no capa de vestir)
Lead: Plomo.
Leading: Principales, los que lideran, los que
mandan.
Manufacturing: Manufactura.
Means of transportation: Medios de transporte.
Methane: Metano (Un gas con mal olor)
Motion: Movimiento.
Mud: Barro.
Nickel: Níquel.
Noise pollution: Contaminación acústica.
Nowadays: Hoy en día.
Oil: Aceite, pero también petróleo o gasolina.
Overexploitation: Sobreexplotación.
Pollution: Contaminación.
Power: Energía.
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Price: Precio.
Raw material: Materia prima.
Remain: Resto. (To) remain: Quedar (se)
Renewable: Renovable.
Resource: Recurso (Human resources: Recursos
humanos)
Safety: Seguridad.
Silt: Cieno, légamo.
Size: Tamaño.
Skin: Piel.
Social Insurance: Cobertura social (Normalmente,
esto se refiere al paro o las pensiones)
Social Security: Seguridad social (Solo sanitaria)
Source of energy: Fuente de energía.
Steel: Acero.
Stream: Corriente (de agua, pero también puede
ser otro tipo de corriente)
Target: Objetivo.
Taxes: Impuestos.
Thermal power station: Estación termoeléctrica.
Tide: Marea.
Top: Lo más alto, lo mayor.
Unprocessed: Sin procesar (En bruto)
Varied: Variado.
Wage: Salario.
Waste: Residuos.
Watch: Reloj (de pulsera)
Wide: Amplio, ancho.
Within: Interior.
Wood: Madera.
Wool: Lana.
Zinc: Cinz.

